
A higher number indicates a greater trampoline effect, which
launches the ball. The new standard sets maximum ball-bat
coefficient of restitution at .50, only slightly higher than wooden
bats.

But this safety comes at a cost: fewer homeruns and a
decline in power numbers. The BBCOR sweet spot is estimated
to be two inches smaller than on BESR bats. On average, balls
leave the new bat 5 percent slower. Factoring in pitch speed,
swing speed and launch angle means the 5 percent decrease
turns a 400-foot homer off the old bat into a 375-foot long fly off
a BBCOR.

So will high school boast a safer ballgame? We’ll see. Since
BBCOR rules went into effect, college homeruns decreased by
more than 35 percent. High school baseball also is going to
see a real drop in power stats, especially homeruns. If there’s
no chance of getting two or three runs with one swing, the
dynamic of the game changes. We’ll see more “small ball,”
which will include more bunting, hit-and-run baseball, while put-
ting more focus on singles and doubles. Coaches’ approaches

will change. They’ll need to string together hits
and get creative on how to put runs on the
board. Bunting and base stealing will play larger
roles.

Unless you adapt, particularly if you were a
power hitter last year, you’ll be left behind. My
worry is .400 hitters who can’t get used to hit-
ting .350 will pick up lacrosse. We’re going to
knock down the success rate in a sport where
we already fail a ton. It removes an exciting
piece of play from the hitter. I want everyone’s
health protected—I’ve seen shots off bats that
moved the ball at lethal speeds—but I wonder if
we’re compromising one of the most exciting
plays in baseball. Seeing a kid round third with
a homerun smile is one of my most rewarding
moments as a coach.

Here are tips to make it as a “BBCOR adapt-
able player:”

•BUY A “FEEL-GOOD” BAT. Forget
cheap. Opt for a costlier model, even if only for
the “feel-good” edge this bat gives you. Buy a
good wood bat for practice, to get a sense for
the feel of wood. If you can hit with the slightly
heavier and smaller barrel wood bat, it will
make the transition to BBCOR that much easier.
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Welcome to the new contributing editors Will Frazier (left) and Steve
Ballance, owners of Dig In Baseball, a Maryland baseball training, coach-
ing and skills development organization with tournament teams and a
collegiate squad competing in the Maryland Collegiate Baseball League!
Photo credit: Carlos Monzon Jr., www.hwystar.net.

Pick up your BBCOR bat this spring, high school ballplayers,
and you’re in for an adjustment, as you try to match your
power stats from last season. Here it is, straight: Not gonna

happen. The way the game is coached and played is in for real
change.

The National High School Federation required on Jan. 1 that
schools move from BESR to the new bat standard BBCOR, a plan
designed to have the metal bats perform very close to their wooden
counterparts. It remains to be seen whether it achieves that goal. And
whether this is a conspiracy to get players to buy $400 bats as we
(possibly) switch to wood full time is a toss-up, too.

The bat-ball coefficient of restitution (BBCOR) protocol replaces
the ball exit speed ratio or BESR test, as ESPN’s Sports Science
shows at www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxI3svB_O44&feature=related.

Under BESR standards, a 90 mph pitch could reach the mound in
less than 375 milliseconds, at 108 mph. Pitchers, defenseless to
come-backers, could get hit with 4,000 pounds of force, like meeting a
bat moving at 20 mph.

The BBCOR method measures energy lost in the ball-bat collision.

TRAINING ROOM

Adjusting to High School Baseball Under New Bat Rules

Take Me Out to the BBCOR Game



Will Frazier, an associate scout for Major
League Baseball’s Kansas City Royals and a
baseball instructor-coach, is partners with
Steve Ballance in Dig In Baseball, a
Maryland baseball training, coaching and
skills development organization with four
tournament teams and a summer collegiate
team competing in the Maryland Collegiate
Baseball League. Frazier’s 8,000-plus hours
of private instruction have focused on hit-
ting, pitching and catching fundamentals.
His win-loss record over three years is 270-
30, and in 2010, his 13U tournament-only
team was named AAU National Champions.
Visit www.DigInBaseball.com when it
debuts later this year to sign up for the
player blog and to enjoy more cool features. Write Frazier at Dig In
Baseball at DigInBaseball@gmail.com.
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•HEAVY METAL. Even if it’s only a two or three
percentage point power difference over wood, the bar-
rel’s bigger so you’d be foolish to use wood over a metal
bat in game play. Bamboo and maple bats are durable;
ash tends to break if you’re jammed. In training and prac-
tice, use wood so your BBCOR feels lighter in a game.
You’ll have more bat speed.

•SWING WELL. When it comes to technique, make
sure your swing is perfect. With your old bat’s larger
sweet spot and overall springiness, you may have gotten
away with some things. Now, your form needs to be
spot-on. Make sure you use your hips and core strength
to generate power. Be mechanically sound, head-to-toe.

•THINK SINGLE OR DOUBLE. Always think in
advantage counts—1-0, 3-1, 2-0—to “stay on top” of the
baseball. This means don’t let the barrel of your bat get
too far below the ball. The result: a weak, deflected pop
up. Think “line-drive,” and look to make solid contact. Your
old BESR could be forgiving at times—the BBCOR won’t
offer that luxury.

•LIFT FOR POWER. Strength training will become
more and more important, as everyone seeks advan-
tages. High school players need to have a solid and con-
sistent weight training regimen in place to make sure
they’re at their physical peak for baseball season.
Stronger players gain a competitive edge compared to
those who aren’t “hitting the weights.”

I’m a proponent of practicing with wood bats, as they
can help you to become a better hitter. The wood bat is
heavier compared to metal, and has a smaller “sweet
spot” or barrel. In this sense, it’s a good training tool for
players adjusting to BBCOR.

But young hitters equate power and homeruns with
being good hitters. Coaches will get away from how they

encourage hitters—the “chicks dig the long ball” mentality. Singles and dou-
bles will become the new homeruns. The value system will change. The
walk will be more important. All-county lists will be flooded with pitchers with
lower ERAs. We’ll see more pitchers with dominating stats. Pitching and
defense will win games: Think lots of 3-1 ball games and few, if any, 12-10
slugfests.

But the mental part of BBCOR-fueled changes will be toughest for play-
ers to buy into this first season. They’re used to feeling good about them-
selves and feeling good about power. Who can brag about a good bunt? It’s
going to take time—real failure—before players see they need to make
changes to their offensive approach. Unfortunately, in many cases, these
players will have to see their numbers drop first. Don’t become a casualty.
Dig in … and hit the ball!
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Coaches are drawn to players with baseball
instincts—knowing what to do in the heat of
the moment. But do you know there are ways

you can try to improve instincts, and therefore your base-
ball IQ, your total game knowledge?

Do you realize there’s a right way to watch a game on
TV or at a tournament, to increase your IQ? And, if you
know what to look for, you’ll have a better idea of what high
school and college scouts seek in your “A” game?

Coaches appreciate a player with instincts because it’s
like running fast—a coach can’t teach speed. But he can
advise on it, to help players develop it. In the end, you have
it or you don’t. Knowledge of baseball builds instincts.

Let me define the difference between IQ and instinct.
You can’t have one without the other. You need some base-
ball know-how to help your instincts. Without IQ, however,
instincts can’t take over your play in critical moments.

If you’re a third baseman, say, and a ball’s hit hard to
your glove side, do you know where to throw, instinctively, if
there’s a runner on first base? You have to react. The guys

with the best instincts play more reactive positions—third base, catcher,
shortstop to some degree. When you see an infielder dive for a ball, he still
has to make a play, stand in an athletic position while instincts take over—
”where do I go and how?”

If the catcher is back-picking a runner at first base, he has to see him
taking the lead out of the corner of his eye, then get his body into position
to throw to first, behind the runner. An outfielder might feel for the wall
before he leaps to rob a homerun. Some guys just jump and make the
play. Either way, instinct takes over. People mistake great plays from short-
stop to second base—glove flips behind the back—as athletic ability, but
it’s not. It’s mostly instinct.

Players with a high baseball IQ tend to have good instincts because
they’ve played so much baseball. Some players are so fluid and exciting to
watch because they’ve made a play hundreds of times before, the repeti-
tions coming over and over again as they grew up. IQ became instinct over
time with repetition. Instinct’s automatic.

Instincts and IQ are important in coaching because folks like me can step
up our level of instruction because of your aptitude to handle new informa-
tion. If you know a lot, as a coach I can take instruction to the next level.

IQ can be developed like SAT test prep—you have something to learn,
and you learn it, “chalk talk” on a board, through problems we work out

Increase Game Intelligence Through Gut Instinct

Improving Your Baseball IQ
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Steve Ballance, a coach for 12
years, is partners with Will Frazier in
Dig In Baseball, a Maryland baseball
training, coaching and skills develop-
ment organization with four tourna-
ment teams and a summer collegiate
team competing in the Maryland
Collegiate Baseball League. He
became the youngest head coach at
Anne Arundel Community College in
Arnold, Md. at age 25. During his
career, he never had a losing season,
and has an 86% win percentage. In
2009, he was named the Maryland
JUCO Coach of the Year after winning
the JUCO Championship. He has
placed 14 players with professional baseball organizations. Visit
www.DigInBaseball.com when it debuts later this year to sign up
for the player blog and to plenty of “sick plays.” Write Ballance at
DigInBaseball@gmail.com.

mentally. If you think off the board and ask questions, you’ll learn
how to think on your feet, and problem-solve quickly. Your IQ
rises. That helps your instincts. Of course, there’s no guarantee.

I suggest to players watching baseball on TV or at tourna-
ments while they wait for games, to carry notebooks, and jot
notes from their perspective. If you’re a shortstop and power hit-
ter, glue your eyes to the shortstop. What’s he doing that you do?
What are his strengths? Is he strong up the middle, versus back-
hand? Is he set on every play? If you watch more than one guy,
who’s better and why? What makes this guy weaker? At bat, on
2-0, with a pitcher throwing 97 mph fastballs and hard sliders,
what’ll his next pitch be? When the pitch comes, were you right?
Submersing yourself in games improves your IQ, how you will

play. When you watch, nothing’s on the line. Use the same approach
when you’re on the bench, during a game. Spot positives or nega-
tives, strengths or weaknesses.

The Orioles’ Cal Ripken had the best work ethic in the game, and
he gave us the best approach to baseball—the more you put into it
physically and mentally, the more you’ll get out, and the farther you’ll
go in the game. Baseball’s a repetitive sport. The mental part is
underrated and undervalued. But mental capacity helps you edge
out competitors who don’t have it. More than half the players at the
high school level don’t have the right mental approach. Yet guys who
have it tend to be better players. If your mental game isn’t where it
should be, you’ll either give up, or decide to work on it more when
you are off the field. Mental toughness ties into baseball IQ and
instinct. It might be as simple as when you go 0-3 at bat to not let
that bother you defensively. You still play hard on the field so you
contribute to your team.

Hitting is often the main reason players play ball. They love to hit.
And when you’re mentally pumped up, you’re more willing to learn.
You need to take that same approach to the field to be mentally
focused.

If you’re 10 or 11 and have no instincts, it’s not time to give up
baseball, but if you’re 14 and haven’t developed instincts yet, you’d
better get working … or think about basketball.

Instincts really become important and are more readily visible at
college-level baseball because the faster the game moves, the faster
your instincts come out. If they don’t, you’re on the verge of being
done as a player.

How you’ll know you increased your IQ is that you realize before,
you looked for a fastball on a 2-0 count, and now you’re looking for a
slow curveball. You’re putting yourself in a good environment to
learn, keeping positive, not letting bad or negative thoughts intrude.
You’re taking 100 dry swings each day to increase your strength. As
an outfielder, as soon as the ball’s hit, you automatically move. If
you’re a catcher, you instinctively drop and block, you go out and
stick it on a pitch to the dirt, knees and glove straight down. If you’re
a pitcher and the ball is hit to the first baseman, you automatically
cover first. You’re developing instincts!

So dig in, work on your baseball IQ and instincts. When you get to
the state championship and it’s so loud in the bleachers you can’t
hear anything on the field, and the ball is hit to you and you make
the big play, when your coach asks, “How’d you do that?” you truly
can say, “I don’t know, coach, it was my instincts.”


